From The Editor
Wian van Zyl (IG: @safariwian)

Have you ever left Africa after a safari experience of a lifetime, only wishing
you can hear more of your guide’s amazing stories? Or are you still dreaming of,
someday, going on your first proper African safari, and want even more content to
feed your unrelenting hunger for your own Africa adventure? Well, welcome to
the first edition of an exciting new project… "The Field Guide Diaries!!"
In this monthly digital publication you’ll find interesting, and exclusive,
articles from field guides all over Africa, sharing their breathtaking sightings,
interesting stories and adventurous lives in the African bush. So join us as we
publish a new copy of The Field Guide Dairies on the 1st of every month.
In this month’s issue we hear from a newly qualified field guide, get into the
intricacies of the secretive lives of leopards in MalaMala, get your heart racing with
an encounter that makes you feel you were there, see how you can have a safari
experience form an African capital city and laugh at the comical behaviour of
young lions.
We appreciate any and all comments and would love for you to send
through article suggestions, questions about conservation, anything Africa related
or just about being on Safari. For more info on all things safari, look me up on
social media or get in contact with me via email, see all the details below.
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Get In Touch With Us:
We want to hear from you. Questions, comments, suggestions and more!
Find us on social media or send us an email. Just look for SafariWian on the
following platforms:

Want To Submit a Story?
Send us an email with your story in a word document (no more than 1300
words), with accompanying photos (if available) to thefgdiaries@safariwian.com
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Becoming a Field Guide - Part
One
Text & Photos: Amy Andree (IG: @amylandree)

After visiting South Africa in 2017 I

had a powerful longing to return. A guide
in the Sabi Sands told me about a course
at Limpopo Field Guiding Academy and I
worked every day towards taking this
opportunity of a lifetime. This consisted of
me working 15 extra days that year. I also
had to persuade my employer to give me
two months off instead of two weeks. I
knew it was achievable because hard work
is in my blood and adventure is in my soul.
Week one of the course exceeded all
of my expectations. I knew it would be
challenging but it tested me in every way
possible. Everything in nature is connected from the smallest blade of grass too
the tallest tree; from an ant to an elephant. We began the course learning about
geology: the framework that holds everything together and supports life. At night
we slept in our tents while lions roared us to sleep. We learned about plants and
reptiles all while a crocodile did her morning swim by. Not everything can be
learned in a book so we set out on foot in the bush to put our knowledge to a test.
The people in my course represented 7 different countries from ages 18-60 and
we instantly became a family. We saw tracks from various animals and worked out
how they got there. They were challenging but learning is easy when it’s
knowledge you seek.
The knowledge I’ve gained from week one was more than I learned in a
semester of college. I’ve noticed myself paying attention to the grasses, the wind,
the smells and began to really listen. Our first exam was difficult with a lot of
information but our trainers presented the information in an excellent way,
recalled from their experiences so their knowledge is immeasurable. A good
teacher teaches what he has been taught but a wise teacher teaches what he has
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learned. The new week’s lessons were on mammals, birds and animal behaviour.
The crocodile continued her morning swim by while accompanying me on
my way to get coffee and the jackals called as I brushed my teeth. While
showering I watched birds fly overhead and I recalled the devil’s thorn we learned
about during the day that
can be used as a shampoo.
We had a buffalo visit our
camp a couple times by
now. We saw the dagga boy
(Old Bull Cape Buffalo) in
the light of day and in the
morning we recognised his
presence in the night by his
tracks in the mud.
Being a zookeeper
I see these amazing animals
everyday, such as the two white rhinos we saw on our game drive, but seeing
them in their natural habitat is no comparison. We passed hippos who gave us
warning calls when we got too close and we always respected what the animals
were telling us. We picked up on more tracks from millipedes, jackals, lions and
hippos and looked at their dung. After long days of studying we made time to sit
by the fire with the dead wood we collected
from the day. We took turns being on duty
where we checked the Land Rovers and served
food to our fellow peers. Falling asleep at night
was difficult while looking at a sky full of stars
and even more difficult when we found a
python right outside my tent. The things I was
once afraid of are now the things I look forward
to seeing and happening here in Africa. Every
day you have two choices: stay asleep with
your dreams or wake up and chase them. I will
always choose the latter.
We’ve had elephants visit our camp a
couple times. You could watch them for hours
and still have so much to learn. The new week
is all about tracking and it was tough one,
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some of us had some outrageous ideas of who the tracks belonged to resulting in
that person having to buy ice cream for everyone. One student thought a Scrub
Hare track was from a Lion and I thought a Zebra track was from a Crocodile.
Needless to say we had ice cream all week. Each night we sat around the fire
getting our results from the 50 tracks we identified during the day. These tracks
and signs were anywhere from exoskeletons from a millipede to hippo dung. Cat
and Didi found lion, hyena, buffalo, ant, grasshopper, toad and several other
animal tracks. They also found bark scraped off of a tree from elephants, mud on a
tree from a rhino and so much more. It wasn’t an easy task finding and identifying
these tracks in the
hot African sun but it
was worth every
second. This all
prepared us for our
assessment with
Mark, the owner of
Limpopo Field
Guiding Academy. I
knew I had to study
hard and be focused
and that’s exactly
what I did to achieve
level one track and
sign. It was a proud
accomplishment considering I struggled throughout the week.
This week was tough in other ways as well. We witnessed how harsh human
beings can really be. We saw a female waterbuck with a snare around her neck
embedded so deeply there were gaping holes surrounding her neck. Luckily, the
dedicated team from Mongena Lodge came to immobilise her to remove it, but
she was too far gone and succumbed to her injuries. A poacher who shot and
killed 3 white rhinos outside the reserve was caught but there are still so many
people out there that need harsh repercussions. It’s difficult hearing about this but
even more so witnessing it. The only one who needs a rhino horn is a rhino. The
only one who needs an elephant tusk is an elephant.
Take nothing but pictures; leave nothing but footprints
and always go where you grow.
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Leopards of MalaMala
Text & Photos: Nicolas Nel (IG: @rangernicnel)

MalaMala private game reserve is one of the oldest reserves in the whole
of South Africa, and is situated between the world famous Kruger National Park
and Sabi Sands Private Game Reserve, which forms part of the Greater Kruger
National Park. The amazing concept allows animals to roam freely across all the
reserves, as there are no fences restricting their movements, allowing for a more
natural environment. MalaMala is one of the largest private concessions within the
Sabi Sands and has the incredible Sand River that flows through the entire
property, and it is this river that is the life line to a huge array of animals and one
of the highest densities of leopard populations in Africa.

Being incredibly fortunate to work in a place like MalaMala, I get to
experience many amazing sights of Africa and its’ amazing animals that call it
home. Personally I believe that there are none more beautiful and majestic as the
African Leopard, and on an, almost daily occurrence, my guests and I get to
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experience these amazing big cats. It has become quite difficult to choose just
one sighting but there are definitely a handful of experiences that stand out,
ranging from leopards mating to successfully hunting and being able to see very
young cubs for the first time.
One of my most memorable sightings to date, has definitely been afforded
the chance to see young leopard cubs for the first time in my guiding career. After
the discovery of the den site by the rangers of a female leopard known as the
Island female we had the
opportunity to make
our way into the area to
hopefully catch a
glimpse of these
beautiful cats. As we
drove down one of the
many dry river beds the
excitement grew and
we slowly made our way
towards a rocky area
where we spotted the
Island female resting.
After a few patient minutes there was some movement behind her and out came
one tiny four week old cub, and after a few minutes another 2 cubs joined her.
Everyone on the vehicle just sat in silence, and pure amazement, at this incredible
scene in front of us. After some time had passed, and everyone was happy with
their photographs and the experience, we left the Island female and her 3 little
cubs to enjoy some time alone.
Over the coming months, we as rangers, managed to watch this family grow.
Unfortunately in nature it is very difficult to raise young cubs to independence and
due to the constant threat of danger, casualties are almost guaranteed. The Island
female still has one cub remaining and the youngster is growing up into a young
strong leopard fast, hopefully he will make it to independence.
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A very rare and an amazing display of nature is to witness a successful hunt,
if one is fortunate enough to experience it. This is something that not every guest
gets to witness and sometimes it takes a lot of patience and a large amount of
luck to be in the right place at the right time.
On one such occasion we were in the right place at the right time, as we
were following a female leopard for some time, it was clear she was in search of
food. Leopards are ambush predators and on most occasions prefer to hunt
under the cover of darkness, but being ever the opportunist this female leopard
couldn’t resist the opportunity to hunt some impala nearby, as they were making
their way to the river for a drink. The female leopard, known as the Piccadilly
female, spotted the impala from across the river and she quickly made her way
into the riverbed and long reeds, which provided her with the perfect cover to go
unnoticed. After a few minutes we had lost visual of the leopard, as she was now
lying in wait to launch her attack. We waited patiently, all the while staring at the
reeds where we last saw her, as well as keeping an eye on the impala, which were
moving straight towards the same reeds.
The impala continued to move, and it felt like they were standing on top of
where she had last been seen in the reeds. The atmosphere on the vehicle was
very tense, as we
knew that at any
minute she could
pounce! Then all of
sudden the impalas
started to scatter and
leap into the air,
when out of the
reads the Piccadilly
female leapt into the
air and tackled an
impala to the
ground, suffocating
it, until it was eventually dead. There were mixed emotions on the vehicle, as it
was an amazing sighting to witness, but the impala lost its life. Unfortunately
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nature can be cruel, and it was a great example of the struggles all these animals
have to undertake just to survive. Once the impala was dead and the leopard had
gathered herself, she started to drag the carcass towards the trees where she
showed us her immense strength as she hoisted the impala high into a
Jackleberry tree, out of reach of any scavengers who would potentially steal her
hard earned meal.
MalaMala is truly one of the best places in Africa to not only see leopards but all
of Africa’s big 5 and witness amazing interactions between these beautiful animals
as they compete daily to survive. I have been so fortunate enough to witness
uncountable experiences and I hope that I get to share these amazing
experiences with guests from all over the world, so that we can all work towards
preserving nature for the future generations to come.

Never Run!!
Text & Photos: Matt Walker (IG:
@walkerzuluranger)

Once a guide has spent some time in the bush, and especially in a socalled “Big 5” area, they are bound to gather up one or two (perhaps more) good
or interesting stories along the way.
Coupled with this, there’s the inevitable question sometime during a guests’
stay: “Tell us about your scariest encounter!?”, they often ask with glee or a twinkle
in the eye, or alternatively: “What is the most exciting thing that's ever happened
to you?”.
Now, when this question comes up, there are certain stories that stand out in
a guide's mind, and perhaps he may decide to not share these stories, maybe to
preserve the dignity of either himself or his guests, or perhaps to avoid instilling
fear in his guests, as the African bush is sometimes perceived to be a terrifying
place with danger around every corner.
In the next few paragraphs, I'll share with you “one or two” of such accounts
when I'm posed with that inevitable question.
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On this particularly day I was out on an ordinary game drive, and somewhat
new to the Lowveld and the Greater Kruger Park area. Accompanied by my
experienced Shangaan tracker, we rounded a bend in the track and spotted a
number of Hooded and White-backed Vultures perched in a leafy Marula Tree.
The unusual thing about this is the fact that vultures, regardless of species, would
much rather perch up in dead and leafless trees, especially when roosting, as they
are rather heavy birds and struggle to take flight with such a wide wingspan. So
the fact that these carrion eating birds were perched on every inch of available
space in this Marula, was an indication that there could be a kill, made by a
predator in the area. Upon making this deduction my tracker turned to me and
said: “Mfo (friend), lets go and check," suggesting that we leave our guests in
relative safety in the vehicle, and go scout on foot in a figure of eight pattern
around the tree, to see if we could locate anything of interest.
We began by walking around the back of the vehicle and had walked about
60 metres or so, still within relative earshot of the vehicle should my guests call
out, and as we rounded an evergreen Guarri bush, three lionesses jumped to their
feet out of the knee high grass not 10 metres in front of us, one of which made a
short warning charge towards us with a loud hiss and snarl, reducing the distance
to roughly 6 metres (19ft). At this point both my tracker and I had frozen to the
ground as our training had taught us the most important rule: NEVER RUN!
However, I can guarantee you that in this scenario every sensible ounce of your
body is telling you to RUN, and your heart rate is heading into the red zone at a
frightening speed.
It was at this point, my tracker cautioned me under his breath: “mfo, don’t
run," and my response in an equally hushed but somewhat nervous tone was: “I’m
not going to mfo, but this mafazi (female) is angry!”, to which he replied: “I can
see, go back slowly”. Needless to say I complied and upon realising we were not
posing a threat, the angry lioness calmed down ever so slightly and followed our
example by backing up a few metres.
Once we had safely extricated ourselves from the hairy situation, we had
found ourselves in a few minutes earlier, we made our way back towards the
vehicle, both of us slightly paler in complexion. When we got closer to the vehicle,
after hearing the growling and snarling emanating from behind the bush, one of
the guests tentatively asked if we were ok? I replied in a voice an octave or two
higher than its usual measured tone, that we were fine but we’d found the lions,
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using the resulting excitement as cover to bring my heart rate back from heaven
to a more
reasonable
rate and try
and remove
the squeak
from my voice
box, as I
resumed my
position
behind the
wheel and my
tracker took
up his seat
perched on
the front of the land rover.
I started the engine and we rounded the next bend in the road, only to find
ourselves face to face with a sighting of not three, but twenty-one lions feasting on
a buffalo carcass!
… Needless to say, from that day on I made sure to take my rifle with regardless of
how far or how dense the bush is.

Malawi: Safari From A City
Text & Photos: Eugene Booysen (IG:
@munjirivideos)

Lilongwe is, in my opinion, one of the best places to stay in Malawi. If you're
a birder, it’s often worth staying in, and exploring, the greener parts of this capital
city, trying to spot the alluring Schalow’s Turaco and Purple-Banded Sunbird.
I enjoy this City, with all the load shedding (power outages) you can see the
Milky Way at night, which is rare in cities, and one can even hear Spotted Hyena
calling in the early morning hours.
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The country itself is small, making it easy to travel from east to west, which only
takes a few hours, but travelling north to south is a bit of a longer trek. Once
you're in Lilongwe you can almost reach every corner of Malawi within a day, just
make sure you leave early.
We were fortunate enough to
be based in Lilongwe and had
our own car, so we packed our
gear and headed north to a
magical land hidden beyond
the dry looking slopes of the
lower parts of Nyika.
I loved this place, heading there
was a long day's drive and
upon reaching the gate we
were greeted by the friendliest
heavy showers one could ask
for. The rain lasted some time whilst we were checking in, the ladies at the gate
were friendly, selling locally produced honey at an extremely favourable rate. We
stocked up on honey and away we went, we did not get very far before the birds
started distracting us. The miombo woodland belt is always promising, with
various birds species and always delivers great sightings. We already started
having a blast, and we were not even all the way there yet.
After a number of stops, long binocular scans and numerous lifers (newly
recorded bird species), we started making it up into the greener parts of Nyika.
Here the temperature drops
dramatically and the scenery
takes on another meaning to
taking your breath away! The
more we ventured into the park,
past the boulders, shrubs and
pockets of Montane Forest, the
more we were overwhelmed by
the vastness and rolling hills that
seem to never end, but it is only
a Plateau. Some say that it looks
like Scotland, I could not say…
I’ve never been.
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The sun slowly started disappearing behind the hills, there was a bit of cloud
mist and the greenery, after the rains, just made this a sight to see. We were
entertained by massive herds of Roan antelope and screeching Reedbuck. The
birding stops were keeping us out of time, and we could not prevent ourselves
from stopping and enjoying our birding stops. Rushing through Nyika Plateau we
finally hit the Pine forests that were close to Chelinda Lodge, situated at the heart
of this magical landscape. We checked ourselves in and hoped to catch a few
drinks at the bar, but the prices were just a bit high, I could only imagine the
logistics of getting all the
supplies they need up here,
what a trek!
The kind gentlemen
pointed us towards our
campsite which was about a
kilometre's drive, back on the
same road, hidden between a
half moon formation of pine
trees. There were three
summer huts waiting, we
quickly unpacked our tents
and got them all ready and
pitched up. A camp caretaker was eagerly waiting to light our bonfire, and he
wasn’t shy. He stacked the fire and he did it well. The darkness quickly took over
as the stars eagerly waited their turn to light up the evening sky. The hot coals
were now ready as we prepared our food, meat on the braai (BBQ) and tin foil
wrapped potatoes on the coals. The night slowly drifted away, and so did we.

Three Tails In a Tree:
Text & Photos: Wian van Zyl (IG: @SafariWian)

It was mid-July and the winter air was cold, but not cold enough to stop us
from going out and experiencing all that the African bush has to offer.
I spoke to Vusi (my tracker) over a hot cup of coffee, just before we left for
the drive: “Vusi, the clients are leaving today and we still need to find them a
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Leopard, what do you think will be our best
opportunity?” To which he replied “I spoke
to some of the trackers at Mohlabetsi
Lodge last night, apparently they had a
male Leopard with it’s kill, in a Marula Tree,
on Donga Drive” “Okay, great, Donga Drive
it is then” I said, as I took a sip of my
steaming coffee.
We set out with the chilly winter air in
our faces, all covered in scarves and
beanies. It would take us at least 30
minutes to get there, and that is if we were
to drive straight there, but if you’ve ever
been on a game drive, you know that that’s
not possible. Almost an our later, after
enjoying a herd of Giraffe, some young
Elephant bulls and a mud-wallowing family
of Warthog, we arrived on Donga Drive.
All we knew was that the Leopard was last seen in a Marula tree along this
road. This proved a little challenging, as it almost felt as if every second tree was a
Marula tree, and Donga Drive was about 3 km long. We just took it slow, scanned
as well we could and hoped for the best. Just as we reached the Northern end of
the road, and as we were about to give up, I saw the funniest thing I’ve ever
seen…
Right there, in not the biggest Marula tree around, were 3 lions, devouring
the remains of an Impala. Now I know that Lions are known to climb trees from
time to time, but I’ve never witnessed this, until now.
Clearly this is the same tree that the trackers from Mohlabetsi had the
Leopard in from the night before, and we concluded that these were 3
opportunistic young Lions, who must’ve intimidated the male Leopard off its kill
and took it for themselves.
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The disappointment of
no Leopard was shadowed
by the comical behaviour of
these 3 Lions awkwardly
moving around on the thin
branches of the Marula tree,
trying to get their fill. We sat
and enjoyed the sighting for
more than an hour,
watching the Lions fall out
of the tree, claw their way
back up the trunk, paw at
each other for a bite and fall out of the tree again!
I can tell you this, Lions aren’t the most graceful creatures you’ve ever seen
in a tree. One of the things I found most funny, was that whenever one of the three
Lions would bail out of the tree, it would get up, shake itself off and look around,
almost to make sure that no one saw their embarrassing fall; much like I did when
I was a kid, climbing trees that I
clearly shouldn’t have.
What I loved about this
sighting, was that this was the type
of behaviour one doesn’t get to
encounter often, and this is why I do
what I do, for those rare and
interesting, of out of the ordinary,
moments of animal behaviour.
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